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CONDUCTION MECHANISM IN GRANULAR Ru02-BASED
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A negative magnetoresistance
of the hopping mechanism has recently been calculated on the basis of quantum interference effects of the tunneling electron (7-9).
The magnetic field dependence
is predicted to be linear except for very small fields where it should increase
quadratically.
This is in agreement with the data of
Fig. 2. The temperature
dependence of the linear part
should scale as r-g, where r cc (T,/T))
is the temperature dependent hopping length (9). Therefore, the inverse of the slopes of the straight lines should vary as
Tf . The experimental results, see Fig. 3, are approximately described by a T2 law for T 5 To and tend to
saturate above 1 K. This is consistent with the above
mechanism.
A more detailed analysis requires a calculation of the prefactor which is not yet available.
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FIGURE 3
The temperature
dependence of B, (i.e. of the inverse
of the slopes in Fig. 2).
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